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Why Choose Health & Food
Technology 

 The diversity and challenge offered by this

qualification offers a wide and interesting career

choice within the Food Product Development

industry, dietetics, food technology, nursing,

primary and secondary teaching, environmental

health, trading standards, public health,

advertising and the retail food industry. 
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National 4/5 Health &

Food Technology can 

 progress up to Higher (

recognized as a science

at some Universities )

then to AH ⭐ ⭐ 

Wendy is studying

to be a doctor, her

thoughts on AH ❤  

“AH HFT offers a lot of independence and freedom in both your
project and the content you learn in the buildup to your exam. If

you're continuing from Higher, it's a great opportunity to build on
your knowledge while making the assignment completely your

own as you take on an exciting project related to a food issue you
find most interesting. There is a wide range of knowledge to gain

as you learn about nutrition in relation to your own life and others
in Food For Health; you then see things on a wider-world scale
learning about Contemporary Food Issues; and finally, you go

behind the scenes to learn about the process behind food in Food
Product Development. In AH HFT, you're able to work at your own

pace and set deadlines that suit you, and although there is a
strong emphasis on self-study, your teachers are always happy to

help!”

 


